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Express New Recruits' Hopes
The nine fresh recruits joined our company in 2009.
Let them introduce themselves and express their goals for future.
I’m Kazuho Ikeda working at D-0 department of Morimatsu Suisan Reito Co.,
ltd. Although I have worked here for almost three years, I would like to look back
on all my works again and try to start in beginning like a freshman. My ambition is
“I have a feel not to lose anybody.”
<Kazuho Ikeda>

Glad to meet you. I’m Yurie Oyama. I like hanging around with my bicycle to go to bookstore,
library, and home center. The bicycle is my good partner. During I was looking for job,
I really want everyone to know that my hometown Ehime has so many good places and
specialties. I would like to introduce these invaluable things to many people through my job.
For now, I don't know what I have to do in company, but I will work as much as I can,
and always do my best with hopes.
With my experiences of been a chef in Kyoto and New York, I’d like to learn more about
food producing business as a fisherman, factory member, and even exporter.
Of course I will produce much better and safer food. As a member of Rumi Japan,
I’m longing to see smile all over the world!!

<Yurie Oyama>

<Tomoaki Kaga>
I will do my best with endeavor. I can do it.

My name is Ikuko Kawamata. I was born in Setouchi sea area and grew up there as eating
Setouchi’s delicious fish. So, I want to deliver delicious fish all over the world and familiarize
to people how delicious they are. Now, I’m a new face and I don’t know about anything to work.
But I’ll try to work hard with my best through I’ll learn many things from my bosses.
<Ikuko Kawamata>

<Ippei Kadota>

I'm Qiu Lei from Tianjin, China. I finished for six years school life in Japan and
just started new life in out of school. I try to learn essential knowledge such as proper
manners and politeness as a member of company; moreover: study about our company’s
products and their information. In the future, I plan to join sales department in Shanghai.
Right now, I’m still behind about everything to work, but I will become an important
person to contribute my knowledge and skills in company as soon as possible.

<Qiu Lei>
I’m Satoshi Fukuoka coming from Ehime prefecture. I learned biotechnology especially
ICSI in university. I want to improve myself about punctuality, manner, and HOURENSOU.
I want to try so hard to become a good helper for company as soon as I can.

<Satoshi Fukuoka>
I’m Kazuma Miki. My hobby is taking care of my car and surfing. I will never neglect
myself, and keep good promise of HOURENSON (report, communication,
and consultation). I will work so hard with ambitions to become an important
member in company.
I’m Aki Morimatsu. I was born here and know very well about this company and people
who work here. But from this year, I will seriously start to work and try to learn many
things as a freshman. I would like to contribute my knowledge and skills to the company
sooner and broad my horizons all over the world as a member of trade department.

<Aki Morimatsu>
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<Miki Kazuma>

Report The Exhibitions in Anaheim & Boston

Natural Products
Expo West 2009

We participated Natural Products Expo West 2009 held in Anaheim, Los Angeles for three days
beginning of March 6th. As a term of “Food Products for Health”, this expo is one of the largest exhibitions in the world to educate and inform consumers about healthier. Japanese foods are evaluated as
healthy and high quality foods to enhance lifestyle and reduce the environmental footprint. It get
growing interests from many countries especially America. This expo was an opportunity to show our
healthy and high quality Yellowtail products to people from all over the world. According to the
information from JETRO, there were 1900 company exhibitors including 28 countries, and 53000
visitors were coming for three days. We were very surprised at the large scale of convention center,
numbers of people, and companies. Unfortunately, there were only few seafood companies and most of
exhibitors were different field from us such as organic products, supplement, and cosmetics. In our
booth, we served Sushi to customers as a sample. Our sushi chef, Mr Nomoto was very busy entirely
because lots of customers kept coming whole day. He repeated same works forever and ever like
making Sushi, cutting fish, and making vinegar rice. He kept working for 8 hours with no rest. We also
answered customer’s questions as serving sushi for such a long time. Through this process and time, we
began to know that many repeaters kept coming. They had no talk about business and were just
interested in eating sushi. They were like wild hyaenas in Africa. One of weird customers came over to
our chief, Ms. Sawada, and said “I have never seen such a fashionable person like you. Beautiful!!!” He
was definitely drunk. There was not much business talk for these three days, and also no companies who
were interested in our yellowtail products. We were getting sad while we watching the group of
hyaenas. We cleaned our booth up early and escaped from convention center before closing time.

valuable exhibition for us because we had a great experience in global seafood society. There were 815
exhibitors including 37 countries and 17000 visitors for three days from March 15th to 17th. This
exhibition is one of world wide seafood shows as same scale as Brussels Seafood Show. A lot of customers came over to our booth to ask questions about our products: moreover; they told us the broad range
of information in seafood society. We had a great opportunity to know about current circumstance of
seafood markets all over the world and also learn how to appeal our products. Our sushi chef, Mr. Oda
showed his professional skills to many people through he made different kinds of sushi and cooking
style as using our yellowtail products. We met up customers we really would like to talk face to face.
This is kind of a funny story, our stuff Ms. Hiroko and Mr. Kenichi did great jobs in Boston. Lots of
people wanted to take care of them because of their cute face and sociable atmosphere. They got in
someone’s attentions in airport, convention center, restaurants, party and everywhere. At immigration of
airport, the examiner teased them like “How old are you? Are there any relationships between you guys?
If you guys stay same hotel, your mother gonna cry so hard.” And also one of our customers gave them
a nickname ‘young kids’. They made friends
anywhere with anybody, so language is not
big wall for them. We thought this oversea
business trip was a valuable time for them. It

Young
Kids!!

was not just for the business.
All members who participated exhibitions
both in Los Angeles and Boston, had great
experiences through meeting and talking with
many customers.
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The International
Boston Seafood Show 2009

Compare with Natural Products Expo West 2009, the International Boston Seafood Show 2009 was

in our daily life
H A C C P

What is

" Bleach" ?

Hello, everyone. For this month, I will talk you about

which we hear often when we talk about food additives?

・Sodium cholorite (NaCLO2)

ʻbleachʼ. As you know, bleach can turn many things in

The main application of sodium cholorite is the generation of chlorine

white color. People use it to arrange food products color

dioxide for bleaching and stripping to textile, pulp, and paper. It is also
used for sterilization of vegetables, eggs, citrus, and fruit skin. It must be

and blot black things or unlike colors out, so bleach can

eliminated or broken down before food processing completes.

change everything into clear and white color.

There is not enough dates of cancer-causing risk of Sodium cholorite.

However, it prohibits to use bleach sesame, beans and

However, it is very dangerous to touch it because it causes skin inﬂamma-

vegetable because consumers might have misunderstanding

ratsʼ condition, but in long term examination, we saw gain weight of their

tion. In short term of rat examination, we did not see much changes of
spleen and adrenal gland. So, if people take NcCIO2 over the long term,

and doubts about the quality and freshness of these

it deﬁnitely affect their body.

products. But, to make white sesame, the way of using

・Sodium sulﬁte (Na2SO3)

bleach into black sesame is not out of the usual. In Japan,

It is a product of SO2 scrubbing, a part of the ﬂue gas desulfurization

Sodium chlorite and sodium sulﬁte are main bleach. If you

process. It is also used as a preservation to prevent dried fruit from

used bleach, you have to wash bleach off from primary

discoloring, and for preserving meats, and is used in the same way as
sodium thiosulfate to covert elemental halides to their respective acids, in

material completely. This process is called ʻcarry over.ʼ

photography and for reducing chlorine levels in pools. It is reducing

There are a lot of food product companies who are using

bleaching agent effecting as antioxidant, prevention of discoloration,
preservation, and fungicide. If it uses for wine, it is be teamed with aceral-

bleach. In the law, if companies do ʻcarry overʼ com-

dehyde to combine sweet component. It is possible to use wide range of

pletely, they do not have to post ʻbleachʼ on label of food

food products such as fruit wine and beans.
As acute toxicity, it is safer than Sodium cholorite, however, it is brought

products even though they use large amount of it. So we

on by allergies. In rat examination, we gave rats the food including 0.1%

have to be careful to buy food and keep it on mind. Please

of Sodium sulﬁte. As a result, we saw their neuritides and atrophia of

wash bleach (called Bacteri cide) on surface of vegetable

bone marrow.

by water carefully.

and also consumers who have no knowledge about this chemical

There are a lot of people who work in company as using Sodium sulﬁte,
compound. We have to think and care about food component for our bone

See you next month.

and bowels.

Recommended recipe

【Snapper Roe and Japanese Butterbur】
■Ingredient
● Snapper roe,
● Japanese butterbur,
● Broth A (fish or seaweed broth 350 cc, light soy sauce 50 cc,
Japanese sweet rice wine 50 cc, sugar 5 g, ginger 5 g)
■How to cook;
１ Slightly cut snapper roe and poach to hot water
2 Boil Japanese Butterbur with a bit of salt.
After few minutes later, chill into ice water.,
and then cut into bite- size.
3 Mix ʻAʼ and boil to make a broth soup.
4 Put Snapper roe into soup and boil on medium heat
for 5 minutes, and then put Japanese Butterbur to boil
for 1 minute.
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Please tell us your opinion.
Please cooperate with the questionnaire from Morimatsu Suisan

1.

2.

Please tell us about
what pleased you.

give us your comments
3.Please
on this newsletter.

FAX from overseas:

Please tell us about
what you would like to read
in this newsletter.

forward to us any opinion
4.Please
and request to our company.

+81-898 -31- 6527

For further information, please contact:
Morimatsu Suisan Reito Co., Ltd.

TEL 81-898 -33-1774 FAX 81-898-31- 6527
Mail

newsletter@rumijapan.co.jp

Yes

Please indicate if you wish
to continue to receive Airmail from Setouchi.
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